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Design and Realization of a Microwave  
Three-Dimensional Imaging System with 
Application to Breast-Cancer Detection

 

Vitaliy Zhurbenko, Tonny Rubæk, Viktor Krozer, Peter Meincke 

Technical University of Denmark, Department of Electrical Engineering, Ørsteds Plads, b. 348, 2800 

Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark. 

Abstract— This paper describes an active microwave imaging system for noninvasive detection of breast cancer 

based on dedicated hardware. 32 transceiving channels are used to measure the amplitude and phase of the scattered 

fields in the three-dimensional (3D) imaging domain using electronic scanning. The 3D inverse electromagnetic 

scattering problem is then solved in order to reconstruct the distribution of the complex permittivity in the imaging 

domain. The dedicated hardware is based on an array architecture allowing for a short acquisition time while 

maintaining a high sensitivity, which is important for measurement accuracy and reproducibility as well as for 

patient comfort. The dedicated hardware achieves a receiver noise figure of 2.3 dB at a gain of 97 dB. The operating 

frequency range is from 0.3 GHz to 3 GHz. The image acquisition time at one frequency is approximately 

50 seconds and an image is created within 2 hours using the single-frequency reconstruction algorithm. The 

performance of the system is illustrated by an analysis of the standard deviations in amplitude and phase of a series 

of measurements as well as by a simple image reconstruction example.  

 Key words—Microwave imaging, monopole antennas, heterodyne receivers, power dividers, transceiver arrays, 

ultrawideband components. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

orldwide, more than a million women are diagnosed with breast cancer every year. It is the most common type 

of cancer and the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths among women today [1]. Early detection is a key 

factor to assure efficient treatment of the cancer and to this end, breast-cancer screening is an important tool. This 

has motivated researchers to improve existing screening methods and to develop alternative or complimentary 

modalities to the widely used X-ray mammography. 

W 

During the last decade, microwave-based systems for detection of breast cancer have gained attention from an 
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increasing number of research groups [3]-[13] and the modality is currently progressing towards practical use in 

clinical environments [2]-[4]. The interest in microwave imaging for this purpose is driven not only by the reported 

differences between the electromagnetic properties of benign and malignant tissue, which allows for detection of 

tumors [14]-[23], but also by the advances in microwave imaging arrays, component availability, and the rapid 

increase of computational power for calculation of complex electromagnetic problems [7]. 

The microwave-imaging techniques for breast-cancer detection can be divided into passive and active techniques. 

Passive microwave imaging is usually referred to as thermography [24]-[27] and is based on the measurement of the 

electromagnetic field spontaneously emitted by warm bodies according to Planck’s law. In active systems, the 

sensing is accomplished by irradiating the object to be imaged and measuring the response in terms of the resulting 

electromagnetic field.  

Active microwave imaging modalities can, in turn, be divided into microwave microscopy, hybrid modalities, 

microwave tomography, and time-domain techniques. The microwave microscope is based on the change in the 

resonant frequency of a microwave resonator which results from the interaction of the electromagnetic field of the 

resonator and objects positioned at the end of the resonating cavity, such as breast tumors [28], [29]. Subwavelength 

resolution has been reported using this technique. Hybrid techniques, like microwave-induced thermal acoustic 

imaging [30]-[32] and ultrasound-guided microwave imaging [33], use a combination of electromagnetic and 

acoustic waves to extend the detection range of physiological and pathological conditions of tissues. 

In tomographic systems, the object to be investigated is irradiated by a known incident field and the resulting 

scattered field is measured by a number of receiving antennas. Using this information, the electromagnetic 

parameters of the object are reconstructed by solving an inverse problem based on Maxwell equations [2], [12], [34]-

[37].  

Time-domain ultrawideband radar techniques are based on radar principles in which one seeks to determine the 

location-of-origin of the scattered time-domain signal [8]-[10]. Since measurement accuracy and high dynamic range 

are key requirements for good image quality, all time-domain microwave imaging methods reported so far rely on 

swept frequency-domain measurements in combination with inverse Fourier transformation [38]-[45].  

Results of clinical use of full-breast imaging have, at the time of writing, been reported for passive systems [25], 

2D tomographic systems [45], and radar-based ultra-wideband systems [4].  

This paper describes the active microwave 3D imaging system which uses frequency-domain measurements in 
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conjunction with a multi-channel architecture with individual measurement units and electronic scanning allowing 

for a short data-acquisition time required for practical use in a clinical setup. The proposed system provides 

simultaneous multichannel recording. In Section II, the overall concept and system building blocks are described and 

in Section III, the image reconstruction algorithm is briefly outlined. The performance of the system is investigated 

in Section IV. 

II. DESIGN OF THE MICROWAVE IMAGING SYSTEM 

The purpose of the hardware is to generate an incident field to irradiate the target, i.e., the breast, and measure the 

resulting scattered field. A schematic block-diagram and the principle of operation are illustrated in Fig. 1. The 

microwave imaging system contains 32 measurement channels and is designed to operate in the frequency range 

up to 3 GHz. It consists of an antenna system connected to measurement units, RF signal sources, and a data 

acquisition system connected to a computer. The system also employs broadband power dividers for the distribution 

of the RF signal to the 32 measurement channels. 

The choice of 32 channels is based on a trade-off between maximizing the amount of measurements available for 

the imaging algorithm and the limited space which is available for the measurement units and antennas in the 

imaging system. 
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Fig. 1. The microwave imaging system architecture. The individual measurement unit consists of a low-noise amplifier (LNA), RF amplifiers, a 
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The system applies individual measurement units for each channel, i.e., each antenna. Each channel can operate in 

either transmit or receive mode, allowing for feeding one transmitting antenna at a time and measuring the field at 

the remaining 31 antennas, resulting in a total of 992 measurements of phase and amplitude. Due to the reciprocity 

of the system, half of these measurements are redundant, but including them in the inversion reduces the impact of 

noise in the measurements. 

The channel topology is based on superheterodyne principles, which is an attractive architecture in highly 

sensitive instrumentation receivers. The configuration can extend the dynamic range considerably compared to the 

more commonly used combination of a two-port network analyzer connected to a switching network [4], [39] with 

the dynamic range of the superheterodyne imaging system reported in [3] exceeding 120 dB. The multi-channel 

architecture also allows for a fast data acquisition, since the measurements are performed simultaneously for all 

receiving channels. All 32 measurement units are identical and their mode of operation (transmit or receive) is 

controlled by digital outputs of the data acquisition system connected to the switches in the measurement units. The 

acquisition time for one system state (one antenna transmitting, 31 receiving) is approximately 1.5 second using 

10 000 samples per channel. The choice of samples per channel is a trade-off between the measurement speed and 

the noise floor of the system since fewer samples per channel reduces the measurement time but also increases the 

effective noise floor of the system. The overall acquisition time for all states necessary to create a 3D image, i.e., all 

32 antennas, in turn, acting as transmitters, is approximately 50 seconds, including the necessary switching time for 

the solid-state SPDT switches as well as time needed for storing the measured data on the computer. 

The incident field is generated by a signal generator operating at the frequency fRF connected to the antenna 

system through a power divider and the switches in the measurement unit. The maximum power available at the 

terminal of the antennas depends on the power available from the generator and equals -5 dBm in the current system. 

However, this power level could be increased to further extend the dynamic range. 

The field transmitted by the antenna illuminates the object (i.e, the breast) which is located in a measurement tank. 

The resulting field is collected by the remaining 31 antennas and the output of each of the receiving antennas is 

amplified and down-converted to fIF by the individual measurement units. The LO signal generator provides a signal 

with frequency fRF + fIF, which is used to drive a down-converter. 

The isolation between the Tx-path and the Rx-path in the individual measurement units when operating in 

transmitting mode is not perfect. As a consequence, a finite amount of feedthrough reaches the mixer and produces 
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an IF component at the output of the measurement unit. This leakage effect arises mainly from the -40 dB coupling 

of the transmitted power through the SPDT switch in off mode and is used as reference to obtain coherent 

measurements of the scattered field. 

The measurement units are connected to a data acquisition system comprised of a lowpass anti-aliasing filter and 

an analog-to-digital converter which records the amplitude and phase of the incoming harmonic signal. These are 

then stored for later use in the reconstruction algorithm. 

The measurement units are designed to be lightweight and compact. This allows for them to be attached directly 

to the antenna array, as can be seen in the photograph of the system in Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 2. Photograph of the 3D microwave imaging system. 

 
Such a realization eliminates interconnecting cables between the antennas and the measurement modules, which 

would introduce extra noise in the receiving path and contribute to the parasitic coupling between the channels. 
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A. Antenna system 

The 32 antennas used in the system are of simple monopole type, introduced for microwave imaging in [35] and 

employed for ultrasound-guided breast imaging in [33]. The individual antenna consists of a 3.58 mm diameter 

coaxial cable (Micro Coax UT141-SS [47]) from which the outermost 3.5 cm of the outer conductor has been 

stripped, exposing the dielectric, as depicted in Fig. 3 (b). The antennas are positioned in a cylindrical array, shown 

in the schematic diagram and photograph in Fig. 4, inside a measurement tank. This tank is filled with a glycerin-

water coupling liquid which mimics the electromagnetic parameters of the breast [22], thereby assuring that a 

maximum of the transmitted field is coupled to the interior of the breast. Since the liquid is lossy, the reflected 

signals from the side of the measurement tank are attenuated, implying that the antenna system is not influenced by 

these reflections or by scattering objects outside the measurement tank. The losses in the liquid, and to some extent 

in the breast, also explain the need for the large dynamic range of the measurement units in spite of the antennas 

being positioned relatively close to each another. The simplicity of the antennas implies that they are inexpensive 

and easy to manufacture and the small size allows for positioning many antennas close to the imaging domain. The 

operating frequency band of the employed antenna is extended when inserted in the lossy coupling liquid, as can be 

seen from the measurements in Fig. 3(a). This allows for a return loss of more than 5 dB at frequencies above 

0.5 GHz. The main resonance of the antenna is seen to be at approximately 900 MHz. 
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(b)  
Fig. 3. The antenna element. (a) The measured scattering parameter S21 of the antenna immersed in an 80 % - 20 % glycerin-water solution. (b) 
Photo.  
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During examination, the patient is to lie prone on an examination table above the measurement tank with one 

breast suspended through an aperture positioned above the center of the antenna array. The imaging domain, in 

which the breast is assumed to be fully enclosed, is then introduced as a hemispherical region immediately below 

this aperture. 

To ensure that the antennas cover the entire imaging domain, the 32 antennas are positioned in a cylindrical array 

with a radius of 8 cm are used as shown in Fig. 4. 
z 

[c
m

] 

y [cm]
x [cm]

(a) 

(b)  
Fig. 4. Antenna system. (a) Schematic drawing showing antenna array and imaging domain. (b) Photograph showing antenna array. 

 
 The antennas are oriented horizontally and positioned in 4 rows with 8 antennas in each row. In Fig. 4 (a), the 

exposed dielectric of the antennas is illustrated by the white lines and the coaxial cables are indicated by the black 

lines. The antennas are held in place by the coaxial cables. 

In addition to being small, easy and cheap to manufacture, the monopole antennas have the advantage of being 

computationally inexpensive to include in the method of moments model used in the reconstruction algorithm 

(described in Section III) to solve the forward problem. This eliminates the need to use simplified models of the 

antennas, e.g., Hertzian dipoles, thereby improving the performance of the algorithm. 
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B. Measurement units 

The wide operating frequency band establishes demanding requirements for the circuit blocks in the receiver 

component chain. The measurement units were developed specifically to maximize sensitivity in a wide frequency 

range and consist of a low-noise amplifier, an RF amplifier, a double-balanced passive mixer, a two-stage IF 

amplifier, a single-pole double-throw switch, and two single-pole single-throw switches, as shown in Fig.1. 

In the individual units, the signal received by the antenna is first routed through an SPDT switch. This switch is 

used to enable time-division diplexing between the transmit mode and the receive mode. Before feeding the received 

signal into the down-converting mixer it is amplified with an LNA and an RF amplifier. The LNA is a gallium 

arsenide amplifier chip with external input and output matching circuits. This LNA is a key component of the high-

sensitive measurement units, and is based on an ultra low-noise amplifier (CGY2108 from OMMIC [48]), which has 

a typical noise figure of 0.5 dB. Wideband input and output matching circuits have been designed in order to extend 

the operating frequency band of the LNA at the expense of a degradation in noise figure. As a result, the LNA has a 

noise figure of 1.2 dB, and an associated gain of 25 dB at midband. 

The following RF amplifier (Hittite HMC478 [49]) provides a gain and a noise figure of 22 dB and 2.5 dB, 

respectively, and is used to improve the overall sensitivity of the receiver. 

The passive mixer improves the receiver linearity. The mixer (Mini-Circuits ADE-30W [50]) down-converts the 

input signal to the IF band where it receives further amplification and filtering. The diode-based mixer requires no 

bias and has a conversion loss of typically 8 - 9 dB at the considered frequencies. The mixer output signal from the 

IF port is amplified using a two-stage IF amplifier (Analog Devices AD822 [51]) with a total gain of 59 dB. 

The LO signal is routed to the mixer through a network consisting of broadband power dividers and an amplifier, 

the latter of which is used to compensate for the losses caused by the power division. 

The measurement units provide a total gain of 97 dB with a 2.3 dB noise figure at midband in the receiving path. 

The noise floor was measured to be below –140 dBm over a 1 kHz bandwidth centered at the IF frequency 1 kHz. 

In transmit mode, a harmonic RF signal is fed into the antenna from the signal generator and power divider and is 

multiplexed through the SPDT (M/A-COM MASW-007071 [52]) and the SPST (M/A-COM MASW-007071 [53]) 

switches. Two cascaded SPST switches are implemented in order to achieve high isolation when the units are 

operating in receiving mode. The isolation between the channels of the imaging system is approximately 120 dB for 

antennas mounted next to each other, and, as expected, better isolation is achieved for antennas mounted on opposite 
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sides of the imaging domain. This value was measured at 900 MHz and it decreases with increasing frequency. Since 

the received field is much stronger (in excess of 50 dB) at the antennas adjacent to the transmitter, the limiting factor 

in terms of isolation is the isolation between the channels mounted on opposite side of the imaging system. 

The measurement units are powered by a ± 5 V supply. A view of a unit with the top cover and shielding fences 

removed is shown in Fig. 5. 

It was built on Rogers RO4003 substrate and the backside of the module (not shown) is used for the bias circuit 

distribution. Careful routing on the printed circuit board, especially for the control and biasing signals, guarantees 

oscillation- and cross-talk free operation, which are otherwise major issues for this type of system. The overall size 

of the module, without the RF connectors, is 80 mm × 63.5 mm × 30 mm. 

C. Signal sources and power dividers 

Two signal sources provide the frequency reference for the LO and the incident wave generation within the 

system. The sources drive all 32 measurement units through the 32 port power divider as indicated in Fig. 1. In the 

current configuration, the signal sources are based on two synchronized commercially available generators (Agilent 

N5181A-506, [54]). 

to 
Antenna LNA

 
Fig. 5. Photograph of the measurement unit with shielding fences removed. The block diagram of the unit is shown in Fig. 1.  

 
The 32-way power dividers are identical and consist of one 2-way and two 16-way broadband Wilkinson power 

dividers (also known as “in-line” power dividers [55]) connected in series. The 16-way power divider network is a 

4-level tree three-step Wilkinson divider and is realized on a large single substrate (0.8 mm thick) as shown in Fig.6. 

The shape of the quarter-wave transmission lines resembles a meander line and this shape has been chosen as a 

tradeoff between overall size of the structure, and parasitic electromagnetic coupling between the circuit elements. 

Optimum performance would have been obtained with the circuit elements completely decoupled but the system-
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cost requirements demand a more tightly-packed configuration. 

 
Fig. 6. 16-port wideband power divider with meander shaped quarter-wave lines. 

 

D. Data acquisition 

The down-converted signal is digitized by a 32 channel 18 Bit analog-to-digital converter. The data is transferred 

via the Peripheral Component Interconnect interface to a computer where the signal processing is accomplished 

using LabVIEW software. The digitized IF signal is filtered using a 5th order bandpass filter. 

III. IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION METHOD 

To reconstruct the distribution of the constitutive electromagnetic parameters, i.e., permittivity and conductivity, 

of the breast, a hemispherical imaging domain is introduced in the center of the antenna setup. This domain is 

indicated by the hemisphere in Fig. 4(a) and is divided into cubic cells. In each of these cells, the constitutive 

parameters are assumed to be constant and are represented by their squared complex wave numbers 

     rrr  00
22 ik  .               (1) 

In this expression, ω is the angular frequency, μ0 is the free-space permeability, the use of which indicates that the 

imaging domain is assumed nonmagnetic, and the permittivity and conductivity are given by ε and σ, respectively. 

The imaginary unit is given by i, r is a position vector, and the time notation e−iωt has been applied. 

The image-reconstruction algorithm used in the microwave imaging system is based on nonlinear inverse 

scattering in which the distribution of the constitutive electromagnetic parameters permittivity and conductivity is 

determined by solving the minimization problem 
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In this expression, the vector k2 holds the squared complex wave numbers of the individual cells of the imaging 

domain while the vector Smeas holds the measured signals, and Scalc(k2) holds the calculated signals for the 

distribution of squared complex wave numbers given by the vector k2. The vector Sres(k2) is the residual vector. 

The so-called log-amplitude unwrapped phase formulation of the measured and calculated signals, first introduced 

for microwave imaging in [56], is used in the reconstruction algorithm. This implies that each measured and 

calculated signal is represented by two elements in the vectors Smeas and Scalc. These elements are given by the 

difference in the logarithm of the amplitudes of the signals (measured or calculated) obtained with an empty system 

and the corresponding signals with the breast inserted in the system and the corresponding unwrapped difference in 

phase, respectively. The benefits of using this formulation as well as details on how to unwrap the phases are given 

in [56], [57]. 

The minimization problem is solved using a Newton algorithm, similar to the one described in [58], in which the 

following three steps are performed in each of the N Newton iterations: 

1. Calculate the elements of the vector 
res
nS  and the corresponding Jacobian matrix for the distribution of squared 

complex wave numbers 
2
nk  using a method of moments code [59], [60]. 

2. Determine the update vector 
2
nk  by solving the linear inverse problem 





 

2

2

res22 minarg nnnn SkJk   subj. to regularization.        (3) 

Here Jn is the Jacobian matrix and the regularization is obtained by use of the iterative conjugated gradient least 

squares algorithm [61, Sec. 6.3] and to obtain the best overall performance of the reconstruction algorithm, an over-

regularized solution is used, i.e., a solution obtained using few conjugate gradient least squares algorithm iterations 

[58]. In the present setup, 4 iterations with the conjugate gradient least squares algorithm are used. 

3. Update the values of 
2
nk  using 

222
1 nnnn kkk                     (4) 
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with αn being the Newton step. The primary reason for using the Newton step is to allow for an easy unwrapping of 

the phase of the calculated signals as described in [56], [58]. 

The reconstruction algorithm typically finishes after 8 to 12 Newton iterations, with each Newton iteration taking 

just over ten minutes to complete. Hence, the total reconstruction time is between 90 and 130 minutes. 

IV. PERFORMANCE 

An essential aspect of this system is the calibration routine. The electromagnetic field in an empty chamber is used 

as a reference for the scattered field from an object. Thus, the imaging procedure consists of a scan of the object 

(breast) followed by a scan of the empty system. This implies that the performance of the system to a large extent 

depends on repeatability of the measurement results. 

In order to estimate the precision of the system, the amplitude and phase variations of the measured signals in 

Smeas have been observed for a number of measurements and their distributions analyzed. To this end, 1000 

measurements, performed with an interval of 1 second, with a single transmitter, a single receiver, and an empty 

system were acquired. The amplitude and phase variations for this measurement series are shown in Fig. 7 with the 

bars indicating the actual observed frequencies (number of observed incidents) while the crosses indicate the 

expected frequencies obtained from fitting a normal distribution to the measured data. The values in Fig. 7(a) are 

given as the normalized deviation from the mean value of the amplitude. The presented results are for the midband 

measurements using transmitted power level of -35 dBm. The data is approximately normally distributed as 

illustrated by the relatively good fit of the data to the best-fit normal distribution. The observed standard deviation of 

the best-fit normal distribution of the phase and normalized amplitude are 0.36 ° and 0.31 %, respectively. 

In addition to these uncertainties a slow change in signal amplitude and phase has been observed in the imaging 

system when doing prolonged measurements, i.e., measurements over several hours or even days. This drift is 

mainly due to ambient temperature variations but is not an issue in the measurement series presented here which had 

a measurement time of less than an hour. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
 

Fig. 7. Investigation of the system precision. (a) Amplitude measurements. (b) Phase measurements. The bars indicate the observed frequencies 
while the crosses indicates the best-fit normal distributions. In both figures, the values are given as the deviation from the mean measured values. 
 

 

In order to demonstrate the performance of the microwave imaging system, a reconstruction of a simple 

cylindrical object was chosen as a first scenario. The results reported here are for a single frequency reconstruction 

at 900 MHz - the main resonance of the antenna system. The measured return loss of the antennas at this frequency 

is approximately 25 dB. A side length of 5 mm has been chosen for the cubic cells of the imaging domain. The size 

of these cells is a trade-off between reconstruction time and spatial resolution, with more and smaller cells increasing 

the reconstruction time. When choosing the cell size, the wavelength in the coupling liquid should also be 

considered. In the example presented here, the coupling liquid has a relative permittivity of 31.5 and the wavelength 

at 900 MHz is thus 5.9 cm. The 5 mm side length of the cells thus corresponds to 0.084 wavelengths, indicating that 

the resolution is more likely limited by the frequency than the cell size. 
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The object positioning and microwave images are shown in Fig. 8. The images were formed using the reconstruction 

algorithm described in III after 6 Newton iterations. The object was a Teflon cylinder of 20 mm radius and 40 mm 

height. The relative permittivity of the cylinder was 2.1 and the conductivity was essentially zero. The object was 

shifted from the center of the imaging domain by 3 cm in the negative y direction. The relative permittivity and 

conductivity of the coupling liquid (water – glycerin solution in 20 % - 80% proportion measured with an Agilent 

dielectric probe kit 85070 E) were 31.5 and 1.05 S/m, respectively. The images represent the spatial distribution of 

relative permittivity (Fig. 8(b)) and conductivity (Fig. 8(c)) in the imaging domain with the object visible in both 

images. However, the image for relative permittivity (Fig. 8(b))  reflects the geometrical shape and size of the object 

better than the conductivity image. The position is also unambiguously identified from the images, though the actual 

value of the complex permittivity of the object is not perfectly reconstructed. The increased level of the artifacts in 

the conductivity image compared to the permittivity image has been observed for a number of different imaging tests 

with the system, both on measured and simulated data. It has also been observed in a number of different imaging 

systems using similar imaging technique [2], [3], [5], [6]. A scaling of the real and imaginary parts of the complex 

wavenumbers has been proposed to remedy this [2], but in the system presented here, we have found that although 

this approach can improve the conductivity images in some cases, it is just as likely to deteriorate the quality of the 

permittivity images. Hence, such a scaling has not been applied in the test images presented here. 

It should be noted that the imaging experiments described in this section are for demonstration purposes only, and 

the images are shown without any kind of image post processing, filtering or imaging algorithm adjustments. There 

was no a priori information taken into consideration, except for the dielectric properties of the coupling medium, 

which have been measured prior to the image acquisition. 

In the next experiment, two smaller spherical objects have been imaged. The objects were 1 cm radius plastic balls 

filled with water (εr = 79, σ = 0.55 S/m ). This imaging scenario is closer to reality since the permittivity of 

malignant breast tissue is usually very high due to the high water and blood content. The reconstructed images at 

1.5 GHz are shown in Fig. 9. The relative permittivity and conductivity of the coupling liquid at 1.5 GHz (water –

 glycerin solution in 10 % - 90% proportion) were 12 and 0.86 S/m, respectively.  
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Imaging 
Domain 

 
Fig. 8. Three-dimensional imaging of a cylindrical object. (a) Photograph of the imaging domain. Reconstructed distribution of (b) relative 
permittivity and (c) conductivity. The black line marks the contour of the object to image.  

  
As in the previous case, the targets are visible in both images. The position is also detected from the images, 

though the actual value of the complex permittivity of the object is not perfectly reconstructed. It is also interesting 

to notice that this imaging experiment demonstrates subwavelength imaging properties of the system. 
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(a) 

(b)  
Fig. 9. 2D slice through the detected target location. Reconstructed distribution of (a) relative permittivity and (b) conductivity. The black line 
marks the contour of the object to image. 

 
The wavelength in the coupling medium is approximately 5.8 cm. Near-field measurements with the current system 

allowed visualization of targets which are smaller than the wavelength. 

V. CONCLUSION 

An experimental prototype of a 3D microwave imaging system has been presented. A multichannel architecture, 

capable of measuring the vector electric field distribution inside of the imaging domain, has been implemented in 

order to reduce total scanning time of the system, yielding a data acquisition time of approximately 50 seconds. The 

hardware operates in the frequency range from 0.3 GHz to 3 GHz and is capable of measuring low level signals 

above the -140 dBm system’s noise floor. The dynamic range of the system is limited by the channel to channel 

isolation but also depends on the available transmitting power. 
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3D images of the dielectric properties of the test objects have been obtained. The images can be generated in 

around 100 minutes using the single frequency reconstruction algorithm. A reasonable agreement in the shape and 

position of the object is obtained. 

While the objects are visible in both property images, there is still room for improvement. Further image 

improvement is likely possible by adjusting the parameters of the single-frequency reconstruction algorithm or by 

applying a multiple-frequency reconstruction algorithm. 
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